
WRITING A NEWS ARTICLE QUOTES MLA

Note: If there is no author listed, the in-text citation would include the first word or words of the title of the article in
quotation marks, e.g. ("Companies").

While similar, there are slight differences. The full reference includes the full name of the author, the title of
the article, the title of the journal, the volume and issue number, the date the journal was published, and the
URL where the article was found. Online Newspaper or Website? The last names do not need to be listed in
alphabetical order. Spell out months fully in the body of your paper. Accessed 7 June  However, when it
comes to cases when some data is missing, problems appear. She discusses the economic, social, and cultural
benefits of higher education in "The Value of a College Degree. At the end of the assignment, on the Works
Cited page, is the full reference. Author information can sometimes be found under an "About" section on a
website. Bowman, Lee. Want to order such type of writing? Remember that an author can be a corporation or
group, not only a specific person. A colon precedes when a quotation is formally introduced or when the
quotation itself is a complete sentence, but either no punctuation or a comma generally precedes when the
quotation serves as an integral part of the sentence. Newspaper article published online Note: CNN. A period
also appears, indicating that one sentence ended before the word "As. Example: Margaret Reardon points out
that today's economy cars are "better equipped" to handle accidents than the smaller cars of the past. They
should not be used in a narrative in-text citation MLA. Then, you should put the year and the date when the
article was published in parenthesis. What is the Difference? Enjoy writing, avoid plagiarism, and be happy
with high grades! This will help your reader identify the source. Thirdly, prior to citing the information,
students should find out which citation style they need to use, since there are many of them and each citation
style provides the information on how to cite a newspaper article in an essay. How to find clinical trials for
experimental cancer treatments. Canadian Newsstand. Sign up for EasyBib Plus and get access to all citation
styles, plagiarism scanning and more! This allows the reader to spend more time focusing on the content of
your project, rather than the sources. Instead, follow the same order as shown on the source. So, you should
just site it as Grady,  If the title is written in italics in the full reference, include the title with italics in the
narrative MLA in-text citation or reference in parentheses as well. To discover more about previous editions,
learn more here. As your instructor reads your essay, he or she should clearly be able to see which sentences,
facts, or sections of your essay came from Source A, Source B, Source C, etc. Use brackets not parenthesis.
Example: Jordan stated: Like many people who enjoy a leisurely pace of living with such attendant activities
as reading, painting, or gardening, I often long for a simpler time, a time when families amused themselves by
telling stories after supper, as opposed to watching Baghdad get bombed.


